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February 16, 2017
To the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism

Experience of Latvia and proposals based on it:
a submission
for the report on racial and ethnic based discrimination
through nationality and citizenship exclusion

[1] Regularization of former citizens of predecessor States

When re-establishing independence in 1991, the Republic of Latvia chose to recognise
as its citizens only the citizens of the independent Latvia of 1918-1940 and their
descendants.
This restrictive approach was by no means a necessary legal consequence of the theory
of state conitnuity, as shown by more generous legislation of Lithuania, which also
interprets itself as a contunuation of the state having existed in 1918-1940.
Most of those residents left without citizenship were given a special legal status of a
“non-citizen of Latvia” in 1995 (at the time, they were over 700,0001).
As at 1 January, 2018, there still were over 230,000 so-called “non-citizens” in Latvia,
or over 11 % of the population.2 Unsurprisingly, over 99,5 % of them belong to ethnic
minorities.3
The newborn children of the so-called “non-citizens” can obtain Latvian citizenship
upon application by one of the parents. This, however, falls short of the automatic
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conferral of citizenship, as recommended by several international bodies. 4 5 6 7 As a
results, tens of new stateless people are born in Latvia each year (until 2013 changes in
the Citizenship Law, these were hundreds)8.
Suggestions for recommendations:
Former citizens of predecessor states, if they otherwise turn stateless, should be
given an opportunity to receive the citizenship of the successor state (their country
of residence) without waiting periods, fees and exams.
Children of stateless people living in a certain country, when born in the same
country, must be given citizenship of the country of birth without additional
procedures.

[2] Language requirements
Language requirements for naturalization in Latvia (estimated as corresponding to B1
level by CEFR scale9) often create a hurdle for elderly applicants and for middle-aged
applicants from several southeastern areas where Russian is the majority language.
While there is a possibility for elderly applicants to take a shorter exam, the level of
proficiency required is the same.
The current naturalization procedure turns out to be ineffective – less than 1000 people
get naturalized in Latvia each year, since 2014.10
Suggestion for recommendation:
Language requirements for naturalization of the elderly applicants should not
exceed A2 level by CEFR scale
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[3] Selectivity in allowing dual citizenship
Latvia generally accepts dual citizenship with EU, NATO, EFTA member states,
Australia, Brazil and New Zealand.11 The preference for EU can be justified by the
existence of common EU citizenship, and choosing Australia, Brazil and New Zealand
can benefit ethnic Latvian communities existing there (an acceptable approach, judging
by ICERD). However, the other choices appear to be made to prevent most of the
residents belonging to ethnic minorites from getting both Latvian citizenship and the
one of their kin-states. The biggest ethnic minorities in Latvia are ethnic Russians and
ethnic Belorussians, both Russia and Belarus are bordering Latvia and co-operating
with it in the OSCE (Russia also in the Council of Europe). Nevertheless, Russia and
Belarus are not included. Neither are Ukraine, the kin-state of one more sizeable
minority, and Israel, the kin-state of one of the most traditional and vulnerable
minorities.
Suggestion for recommendation:
Should a state choose a selective approach for allowing dual citizenship, the
criteria for the choice of accepted countries should be transparent and legitimate.

[4] History exams
On several occasions, the impartiality of the “right” answers in the history exams used
for naturalisation in Latvia has been questioned.12
Suggestion for recommendation:
States should “avoid requirements that can undermine the ethnic and cultural
dignity of those applying for naturalisation, by asking them to express convictions
that are contrary to their reading of the history of their cultural community or
nation;13”

[5] Arbitrary refusals to naturalise applicants
In 2005, the Cabinet of Latvia, after more than 10 years of accepting the applications
for naturalization by those having met the statutory requirements, refused naturalization
to a law-abiding minority activist Mr Jurijs Petropavlovskis. The courts have sided with
the government, interpreting naturalization as a political decision.14 In 2013, the
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Citizenship law was amended to provide expressly for the possibility to refuse
naturalisation on vague security reasons and for the Cabinet refusals to be final.
Suggestion for recommendation:
Any executive or prosecutorial refusals to naturalise an applicant should have a
possibility of judicial remedy.

[6] Criminal record
Persons with a criminal record are prohibited from naturalization in Latvia, whatever
their crime might had been.15 Taking into account that conviction rate is higher in
marginalised ethnic/racial communities16, this creates an additional obstacle for
integration
Suggestions for recommendations:
Crimes committed by neglicence should not be a basis for lifelong denial of
naturalization.
Nonviolent crimes committed before the age of majority should not be a basis for
lifelong denial of naturalization.

Sincerely yours,
Aleksandrs Kuzmins,
secretary-executive
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